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The Norfolk arm of the LSC aims to stimulate all in Norfolk to be ambitious and to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to achieve their goals.

It will achieve this by doing 5 key things:

1.	Encouraging Young People to Stay in Learning
This will mean increasing the number of young people staying in learning until 19, working to raise their levels of achievement and helping young people make a successful transition to the workplace.

2.	Increasing the Demand for Learning by Adults
This will mean attracting more people into learning, raising their levels of achievement and providing them both with skills for the workplace and with learning for pleasure.

3.	Maximising the Contribution of Learning to the Economy
This will mean raising skill levels in the workforce, working with employers, employees and trades unions to increase their investment in learning and addressing skills gaps and shortages. 

4.	Raising Standards of Learning
This will mean raising the quality of learning provision, working to help people stay in learning and achieve their goals and making learning opportunities accessible and flexible enough to meet people’s needs. 

5.	Tackling Disadvantage and Promoting Equality of Opportunity
This will mean helping everyone, including those most disadvantaged, to enter learning and improve their own prospects. It will mean ensuring that everyone has an equal opportunity to take up learning and achieve their ambitions. 
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Key Issues - Section 1
	When young people in Norfolk leave compulsory education they are less likely to enter post-16 learning than their regional counterparts.
	The existing data (both survey-based and administrative) points to a link between the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of certain localities (both urban and rural) and the difficulties in engaging young people in learning. 
	However, the retention of young people in learning appears to be more directly related to rurality i.e. it is the rural localities where participation is lower than average which suffer from lower levels of retention rather than in the urban localities where participation is lower than average. 
	It is clear that current knowledge does not sufficiently explain geographical  variations in participation and retention levels. Added to this, the frequent recurrence of anecdotal evidence relating to the low aspirations held by young people in Norfolk suggests that further investigation is required.
Key Issues - Section 2
	As in Section 1, the existing data (both survey-based and administrative) points to a link between the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of certain localities (both urban and rural) and the difficulties in engaging people in learning.
	As would be expected, participation in learning is spread unevenly across the adult population and opportunities for learning are biased towards higher occupational groups who tend to hold higher level qualifications.
	At least one-half of people who say they will take part in learning over the coming twelve months expect their employer to pay for this activity. Full-time workers are more likely to expect this (and previous research shows that in the past they are more likely to have received this) than part-time workers which, implies that employment status is a contributory factor in access to learning. 
Key Issues - Section 3
	It is generally accepted that a positive relationship exists between productivity levels and the skills of the workforce. Acceptance of this assumption implies that the relatively low skills levels evident within the Norfolk workforce may well explain the forecast deterioration in Gross Value Added per employee. Furthermore, average earnings in the County are well below the regional average, which, also indicates the existence of relatively, low productivity levels.
	Norfolk is characterised by highly localised labour markets (evident from the distance people are willing/able to travel to work) because of constraints on labour mobility effected by transport issues and perhaps, by low wage levels which, are pushed even lower by the addition of transport costs.
	Empirical evidence has shown that much of Norfolk’s industrial base is affected by skills shortages and skills gaps which, are instigated and exacerbated by persistently low levels of educational achievement. Norfolk's performance at Levels 2 and 3 is very weak and there is a clear mismatch between the supply and demand for intermediate level skills. Intermediate level occupations account for around one-half of all occupations in Norfolk.
	The predominance of small employers in the Norfolk economy is well documented, as is the fact that smaller employers (<10 employees) are less likely to provide or arrange training than their larger counterparts. However, countering this is the point, that the largest 5% of employers employ around two-thirds of the County’s employees and at least one-half of these employees do not receive training. In terms of the magnitude of numbers involved, this amounts to more than the number of people working for small employers who do not receive training. 
	The dominance of SMEs is both a strength (higher levels of local autonomy) and a weakness (when some of these employers do not aspire to grow their business). In addition, the low rate of new firm start-ups, suggests that Norfolk needs to engender an entrepreneurial  culture. This may be related to the comparatively, lower aspirations of significant numbers of young people mentioned earlier and suggests that further investigation should take place. 
Key Issues - Section 4
	One-half of all employers in Norfolk, including those who provide no training, believe that there are no obstacles that limit or present a barrier to the amount of training they undertake. Of the remainder, the most frequently mentioned obstacles relate to local training provision in terms of cost, quality, suitability and the inappropriate times at which courses are provided.
	From the individual’s point of view, perceived barriers to training revolve mainly around the real price of training. This includes the cost of training per se, as well as transport costs, the cost of childcare and the opportunity costs of training, that is, the time spent on training. 
	It is highly unlikely that Norfolk will achieve the National Learning Targets set for 2002. The proportion of economically active adults qualified to Level 3+ is currently sixteen percentage points below target and at Level 4+ Norfolk is approximately seven percentage points below target. 
	Attainment at all levels is subject to a geographic bias, certain localities (the more affluent areas in terms of the occupational mix of residents) perform relatively well, while other localities (typically areas which suffer many types of deprivation) perform poorly.




Key Issues - Section 5
	Clearly, there are differences in the incidence of reported barriers to learning which affect particular groups of people. Although certain barriers appear to be gender-specific, (family commitments for women and lack of time for men), the percentages of men and women who have recently participated in learning are broadly similar.   
	In Norfolk, it is estimated that just 2% of the population fall into non-white ethnic groups. The available evidence indicates that locally, participation is unlikely to be influenced by ethnicity.
	Income, employment status and occupation appear to be the most conspicuous factors influencing the decision to participate in learning. These factors also form the basis of the geographical spread of learning take-up. Wymondham for example, has the highest qualification levels in Norfolk and 60% of its working residents are employed in higher order occupations. At the other end of the spectrum lies Gt Yarmouth which has extremely low levels of educational attainment and is ranked the fifth most deprived Local Authority District in England.   
	Compared to the national average, each Parliamentary Constituency in Norfolk has a high proportion of the adult population who are regarded as on the borderline of functional literacy and numeracy. Existing data is not able to explain the reasons for such high levels of low literacy and numeracy, which are found even in relatively affluent areas such as South Norfolk. 
	In Norfolk, at least, income deprivation and poor Basic skills appear to be linked. Every ward (except Regent in Gt Yarmouth) which has at least one-third of the population affected by income deprivation also has one-third of the population affected by poor levels of literacy and numeracy.





Background - The Norfolk Economy
The structure of the Norfolk economy differs from that of the national economy in several ways:
	Forecasts indicate that the national economy will achieve a 2.7% rate of growth over the period 1999 to 2001; the Norfolk economy is forecast a growth rate of 2.9% compared to 3.4% for the Eastern region.
	Although the local economy comprises a majority of small employers (less than 5 employees), they provide just 7% of the jobs in Norfolk. The largest 5% of employers account for 70% of all jobs in the county
	Around one-half of Norfolk's employees work for employers who employ more than 500 staff, whereas over 70% of UK employees work for employers with over 500 staff. 
	Proportionally, fewer firms in Norfolk were set up in the past 10 years than in the rest of the country, in which half of all firms are less than 10 years of age. However, the relatively low start up rate is paralleled by a below average fatality rate.
	Employers in Norfolk are generally ‘expansion minded’, but tough competition is a key issue for many businesses. 
	Three-quarters of Norfolk's firms are based in the service sector; the remainder of Norfolk’s employers are production businesses. 
	Compared with the region, Norfolk has a higher percentage of Wholesale, Retail & Repair and Hotel & Restaurant businesses, but considerably lower proportions of Real Estate, Renting & Business Activity firms.
	Norfolk has the highest proportion of part-time workers in the Eastern region




Source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM
Historical Industrial Change 
Table 1 illustrates the change in employee numbers in Norfolk by industry over the year 1998 to 1999.  

Proportionally, the largest losses occurred in the Fishing industry which lost almost one-half (49%) of its 1998 level of employees, while the number of employees working in the Electricity, Gas and Water Supply sector fell by one-third (32%) over the year.

Hotels and restaurants lost one-fifth (20%) of their 1998 workforce, as did the Financial intermediation sector.  The number of employees in Public Administration/Defence; Social Security fell by one-tenth (10%) and the numbers employed in Quarrying fell by 11%.

On a more positive note, the Construction industry saw employee numbers rise by 42% over the year. The number of employees in the Transport, Storage and Communication sector and the Real Estate, Renting and Business Activities sector rose by almost one-tenth (7% and 8% respectively).










966	662	-303	Electricity, gas and water supply
13,017	18,413	5396	Construction
58,101	54,404	-3696	Wholesale/retail trade; repair, etc
25,357	20,292	-5063	Hotels and restaurants
13,928	14,929	1001	Transport, storage and communication
19,833	15,802	-4030	Financial intermediation
31,468	34,060	2592	Real estate, renting,business activities
14,099	12,646	-1452	Public administration/defence; social security
19,840	19,683	-156	Education
39,030	39,924	894	Health and social work
12,873	13,188	314	Other community, social/personal service
313,207	304,646	-8560	Total
Source: Annual Business Inquiry NOMIS (Crown Copyright)

Occupational change 2000-2010
	Table 2 illustrates that in Norfolk, Manager & Administrator occupations are forecast to increase more rapidly than in the UK or the Eastern region, with an expected growth rate per annum of 2.1% (against 1.8% for the Eastern region and 1.2% in the UK)
	It is anticipated that Sales occupations will grow far more rapidly in Norfolk (2% p.a.) than in the UK (0.6% p.a.) or the Eastern region (0.5% p.a.)  
	A more rapid reduction is forecast in the number of Clerical & Secretarial occupations in Norfolk (-1.3% p.a.) relative to the Eastern region (-0.6% p.a.) and the UK (-0.7% p.a.) 
	In Norfolk, Craft & Skilled Manual (-0.3% p.a.) occupations are expected to decline, albeit more slowly than either the UK (-1.6% p.a.)  or the Eastern region (-0.8% p.a.)
	The number of Plant & Machine Operatives is forecast to fall in Norfolk (-1.7% p.a.) at a faster rate than in the UK (-0.2% p.a.). Conversely, the Eastern region as a whole will see marginal growth in this occupation of 0.1% p.a.
Table 2
Occupation	% Growth per annum
	Norfolk2000 - 2010	East of England2000 - 2010	UK2000 - 2010
			
 Managers And Administrators	2.1	1.8	1.2
 Professional Occupations	2.1	2.9	2.6
 Associate Professional & Technical Occupations	1.8	2.3	2
 Clerical & Secretarial	-1.3	-0.6	-0.7
 Craft & Skilled Manual	-0.3	-0.8	-1.6
 Personal & Protective	1.9	3	2.5
 Sales Occupations	2	0.5	0.6
 Plant & Machine Operatives	-1.7	0.1	-0.2
 Other Occupations	-2.1	-1	-2.6
Source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM

Sectoral change 2000-2010
	Total employment in Norfolk is predicted to rise by 9% between 2000-2010. 
	The largest increase (+27%) in employment is forecast to occur in the Hotels & Catering sector. Over the year from 1998 to 1999 the sector's share of employee jobs fall by two percentage points.
Table 3
NORFOLK TOTAL (FORECAST) EMPLOYMENT
Industrial sectors	2000	2010	% Change
Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing	15,645	13,227	-15%





Electrical & Optical Equipment	4,817	4,658	-3%
Transport Equipment	2,025	1,429	-29%
Food, Drink & Tobacco	11,230	9,775	-13%
Textiles & Clothing	1,558	498	-68%
Wood & Wood Products	1,494	1,117	-25%










Other Financial & BusinessServices	8,941	10,947	+22%
Business Services	36,729	45,093	+23%





Source: Business Strategies Ltd

	Large gains in employment are forecast to occur in the Banking & Insurance (+23%), Other Financial & Business Services (+22%) and Business Services (+23%) sectors. 
	Retailing, Norfolk's biggest industrial sector is likely to see a substantial increase in employment over the ten year period (+18%). 
	Employment in the Construction industry is predicted to grow (+14%), but the employee/self-employed mix is expected to change slightly over the period, with the self-employed share rising by 2% to around 46% of total employment in 2010. 
	The greatest employment losses over the ten year period are expected to occur in the Textiles & Clothing industry (-68%).
	The Wood & Wood Products sector is also predicted to sustain employment losses        (-25%), as is the Transport Equipment industry (-29%) and the Chemicals sector (-21%). 
	The male labour force is expected to increase by 6,800 over the period, the corresponding increase in the female labour force is predicted at about 9,900. 
	The number of full-time male workers is predicted to fall by 2,300 (a fall in the rate of growth per annum of about 0.2%) over the ten year period. This fall is similar to that  expected at the national level, at the regional level a rise of 0.9% p.a. is forecast (see Table 4).
	However,  the number of part-time male workers is forecast to increase by around 11,000 implying an expected growth rate per annum of around 4% from 2000-2010. This is a stronger rate of growth than is expected at either the national (3.5% p.a.) or the regional (3.6% p.a.) level. 
	Although growth in male self-employment is forecast to fall, Norfolk (-0.1% p.a.) will not be as badly affected as either the Eastern region (-0.4% p.a.) or the UK (-0.4% p.a.)  Overall, between 2000-2010, male employment is set to rise by approximately 0.4% p.a. compared to 0.9% p.a. at the regional level and 0.3% p.a. at the national level.
	A large increase (+12,200) in the number of full-time female workers is anticipated indicating a rate of growth per annum of 1.5% compared to 1.7% p.a. at the regional level and 0.7% p.a. at the national level. 
	It is anticipated that the number of part-time female workers will also increase (by around 1,700) over the period 2000-2010, an estimated rate of growth per annum of  0.2%. This compares to 0.8% p.a. at the regional level and 1.2% at the national level.
	As shown in Table 4, between 2000-2010, female employment in Norfolk is set to rise by 1% p.a., which corresponds exactly with the national growth per annum figure. Within the Eastern region, growth in female employment will be slightly stronger at 1.3% p.a.
Table 4
Employment -  Local vs Regional & National -  by Status
	% changes  per annum
	Norfolk	East of England	UK















source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM
	Turning to activity rates overall, male economic activity rates are set to fall from 71.6% of adult males in 2000 to 68.4% in 2010. Female economic activity rates will remain fairly constant at 53.6% of adult females in 2000 to 53.5% in 2010. In total, economic activity rates are set to fall from 62.4% of the adult population in 2000 to 60.8% of the adult population in 2010. Table 5 summarises the predicted changes in economic activity rates.
Table 5
Norfolk Economic Activity Rates by  Gender  and Age  Band        2000 - 2010
Males	% growth per annum
 16 - 24 yrs	-0.2
 25 - 34 yrs	0
 35 - 44 yrs	0
 45 - 59 yrs	-0.2
 60 - 64 yrs	-0.2
 65 yrs and over	-0.5
Females
 16 - 24 yrs	-0.1
 25 - 34 yrs	0.5
 35 - 44 yrs	0.5
 45 - 59 yrs	0.1
 60 - 64 yrs	1.1
 65 yrs and over	0
Total
 16 - 24 yrs	-0.2
 25 - 34 yrs	0.2
 35 - 44 yrs	0.2
 45 - 59 yrs	-0.1
 60 - 64 yrs	0.2
 65 yrs and over	-0.2
source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM


Population Change in Norfolk
The following Figure summarises expected changes in the County's demographic composition. 
Figure 2
source: Cambridge Econometrics LEFM
	As indicated in Figure 2, the number of children in Norfolk aged 0-15 years is expected to fall at a rate of 0.1% p.a. over the period from 2000 to 2010. 
	It is forecast that the number of young people (16-24 year olds) in the local population will expand at a rate of 1% p.a.  Conversely, the number of people aged between 25-34 years is expected to fall by 1.7% p.a. over the period.
	The number of 35-44 year olds is expected to rise by 0.7% p.a. and a similar increase is forecast in the 45-59 year old age group (0.6% p.a.). Cambridge Econometrics predict extremely large increases in the 60-64 year old age group (3.6% p.a.) and those aged over 65 years (1% p.a.). 
	These changes imply a sizeable relative decline in living standards (measured in terms of earned income) across the Norfolk population.


Section 1	 - Encouraging Young People to Stay in Learning
Increasing the number of young people staying in learning until 19, working to raise their levels of achievement and helping young people make a successful transition to the workplace.


School Performance Indicators, 2000
Table 6 summarises particular school performance indicators for each of the counties in the Eastern region.

Table 6







source: LEA and School Information Service (LEASIS)

The percentage of pupils at Key Stage 2 gaining Level 4 or above in English was lower in Norfolk than elsewhere in the region. However, the difference between the highest achieving county and Norfolk was just six percentage points.

The proportion of pupils at Key Stage 2 gaining Level 4 or above in Maths was 70% in Norfolk, the Table shows that this was the median value between Bedfordshire and Suffolk with 69% and Hertfordshire with 76%.
% of 15 yr olds gaining 5+ A* - C
In Norfolk, 48.2% of 15 year olds gained five or more GCSEs at A* - C. This was the lowest in the region and contrasts with Hertfordshire where 55.4% of 15 year olds gained five or more GCSEs at A* - C. Hertfordshire also has the highest "staying on" rate in the region which illustrates the high levels of correlation between attainment at the end of compulsory education and participation in post-16 education.

Table 7 summarises the average proportions of the 2000, Year 11 cohort who entered full-time education.

Table 7
Norfolk averages by LAD	Number inCohort	% 6th Form	% FE College	% All F/T Education
Average - All High Schools	7974	33.2%	37.0%	70.2%

Average - Breckland High Schools	1,063	37.5%	29.4%	68.8%
Average - Broadland High Schools	1,376	35.6%	37.9%	68.4%
Average - Gt Yarmouth High Schools	1,021	0.1%	67.7%	67.8%
Average - King's Lynn High Schools	1,437	34.9%	33.1%	67.9%
Average - North Norfolk High Schools	788	24.9%	42.6%	67.5%
Average - Norwich City High Schools	1,073	51.3%	19.9%	71.2%
Average - South Norfolk High Schools	1,216	41.8%	33.1%	74.8%
source: Norfolk Careers Service

As the Table indicates, in Norfolk, South Norfolk Local Authority District has the highest proportion of Year 11 leavers remaining in full-time education (74.8%), followed by Norwich City, where 71.2% of Year 11 leavers remained in full-time education.
 
The lowest levels of Year 11 leavers remaining in full-time education were recorded in the North Norfolk Local Authority District. Noticeably, this area also had the smallest cohort numbers. 

Table 8 overleaf gives a detailed breakdown of the 2000 Year 11 destination data for each of the counties in the Eastern region compared to the English average.

School Year 11 Destinations
The Table below illustrates the variations in Year 11 destinations between the six Eastern counties compared to the English average.  

Table 8





Full-time employment (full breakdown in Table 9)	12.3%	15.1%	12.2%	12.9%	15%	15.1%	12.1%
Not settled 	6%	5.9%	7.3%	3.7%	7.3%	6.7%	7.3%
Moved out of contact 	1.3%	2.7%	2%	2.7%	2.9%	1.9%	2.6%
No response 	1.2%	0.8%	3.4%	1.3%	2.2%	2.1%	2.3%




Table 9 gives a more in-depth analysis of the variations in Year 11 destinations between the six Eastern counties.

Table 9




Employment with training excluding Gov. supported training	8.3%	5.9%	9.4%	6.8%	7.2%	7.5%	5.8%
Full-time employment 	12.3%	15.1%	12.2%	12.9%	15%	15.1%	12.1%
Employment (excl Gov. supported training)	9.7%	10.1%	10.7%	9.9%	12.1%	11.1%	8.7%
Employment -  Gov. supported training	2.6%	5%	1.5%	3%	2.9%	4%	3.4%
Employment or training	15%	16.7%	16.1%	14.5%	18.%	17.8%	16.5%
Employment - no training	1.3%	4.2%	1.3%	3%	5%	3.7%	2.9%
Not settled - unemployed 	4.4%	4.7%	5.1%	2.3%	5.9%	3.9%	5%
Not settled/Not active	0.6%	0.9%	0.6%	0.9%	0.8%	0.9%	1.3%





As stated, Tables 8 and 9 summarise the year 2000, School Year 11 destination data for Norfolk, each of the counties in the Eastern region and England. 

A somewhat lower percentage (69.3%) of this cohort of young people in Norfolk remained in full-time education than in England (70.6%) or elsewhere in the region. 

At 3.3% of the total cohort, the proportion of Norfolk's young people who entered Training without employed status was less than the English average (4.4%), but one of the highest in the region (the highest was Essex at 3.9%).

Overall, four out of five Year 11 leavers (82.1%) in Norfolk continued in learning. This was slightly lower than the English average (84.8%) and proportionally the lowest in the region. 

A higher proportion (15%) of Norfolk's Year 11 students went into full-time employment than the English average. Cambridgeshire and Suffolk experienced similar levels to Norfolk with 15.1% of their Year 11 students entering full-time employment. Around 2.9% of the Norfolk cohort received Government supported training in employment compared to an English average of 3.4%.

Norfolk has the highest proportion (18.3%) of Year 11 leavers in either employment or training (rather than in full-time education), the English average being 16.5%. 

The percentage of this cohort of young people in Norfolk who were unemployed at the time of the survey corresponds exactly with the English average and Essex (7.3%).  Conversely, the level of unemployment amongst Hertfordshire's Year 11 cohort, the lowest in the region, stood at 3.7%.






Table 10 shows the significant variation between occupational areas with regards to training provision for Year 11 labour market entrants. 


Occupation - SOC minor groups	Work-based training	Emp. with training	Emp. without training	total
100 - 399 Managerial and professional occupations	20	73	21	114
400 - 499 Clerical & secretarial occupations	15	76	23	114
500 - 509 Skilled construction trades	0	47	14	61
510 - 519 Skilled engineering trade	0	3	0	3
520 - 529 Electrical and electronic trades	2	43	2	47
530 - 539 Metal forming and related trades	2	15	3	20
540 - 549 Vehicle trades	32	43	0	75
550 - 559 Textile, garments and related trades	0	2	0	2
560 - 599 Other skilled trades	9	54	11	74
600 - 619 Protective service occupations	0	13	0	13
620 - 629 Catering occupations	3	19	12	34
640 - 649 Health care occupations	4	13	2	19
650 - 659 Childcare and related occupations	0	1	1	2
660 - 669 Hairdressing and related occupations	12	50	0	62
630 - 639/ 670 - 699 Other personal service occupations 	0	8	5	13
700 - 799 Sales occupations	10	57	32	99
800 - 899 Plant and machine operatives	4	10	19	33
900 - 909 Occupations in agriculture, forestry and fishing	5	17	22	44
910 - 939 Labouring and other unskilled industrial work	1	35	96	132
940 - 949 Mail workers and other messengers	0	0	2	2
950 - 959 Unskilled workers in the service sector	5	16	21	42




Year 11, Labour Market Entrants - 2000
As the Table 7 shows the significant variation between occupational areas with regards to training provision for Year 11 labour market entrants. 

All entrants to Vehicle Trades, Skilled Construction Trades, Skilled Engineering Trades, Textile, Garments and Related Trades, Protective Service Occupations, Hairdressing & Related Occupations received formal training.

Three-quarters of those entering Skilled Construction Trades and Metal Forming & Related Trades also received formal training.

Around one-third of those entering Managerial & Professional Occupations,  Catering Occupations, Sales Occupations, Clerical & Secretarial Occupations, Sales Occupations did not receive any formal training.

Roughly one-half of Year 11 labour market entrants to Occupations in Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing, Plant & Machine Operatives and Unskilled Workers in the Service Sector did not receive any formal training.

None of those entering the labour market as Mail Workers & Other Messengers and in Other Elementary Occupations received any formal training.
Destination data one year on - Year 12
Table 11 on the following page gives an indication of what the 1999 Year 11 cohort (who continued in learning) were doing one year on.

The highest retention rate (86% of the original group) is found within the group who began A/AS​[4]​ Levels in September 1999. This group made up one-quarter of the cohort. Around 2% entered Employment with Good Quality Training and a similar proportion entered Employment with no Training. A further 2% became unemployed and 1% moved to GNVQ Advanced Level qualifications.

Almost three-quarters (72%) of those who started on GNVQ Advanced Level​[5]​ (21% of the cohort) programmes continued into September 2000. Around 6% entered Employment with Good Quality Training and 4% entered Employment with no Training. By September 2000, 3% of the 1999 GNVQ Advanced Level group had become unemployed and 2% joined Modern Apprenticeship programmes.

The third highest retention rate (67%) is found within the group who began NVQ Level 3​[6]​ qualifications in September 1999, who comprise 3% of the 1999 “in learning” cohort.  One year later, 6% entered Employment with Good Quality Training and 5% entered Employment with no Training. A further 4% were studying at NVQ Level 2 and 4% became unemployed.

Retention rates were lowest (20%) amongst those who embarked upon GNVQ Foundation Level programmes in September 1999 (2% of the 1999 cohort). A further 13% went onto GNVQ Intermediate Level programmes and the same proportion entered Employment with no Training. One-tenth (11%) entered Employment with Good Quality Training and 11% became unemployed.

Low retention rates (23%) also occurred amongst those beginning GCSE courses in 1999, who represent 3% of the cohort. Just under one-tenth (8%) of the GCSE students went onto GNVQ Intermediate programmes, a further 13% entered Employment with Good Quality Training and 16% entered Employment with no Training. By September 2000 approximately 6% of the original GCSE group had become unemployed. 

About 11% of the 1999 cohort started GNVQ Intermediate Level qualifications, by September 2000, 27% remained on the programme, while 19% had moved onto GNVQ Advanced Level qualifications. One-sixth (13%) entered Employment with Good Quality Training and a similar proportion entered Employment with no Training. Around 6% became unemployed.

One-twentieth (4%) of the cohort began NVQ Level 1 programmes in September 1999. Twelve months later, one-third (35%) of the original group remained and 10% went onto NVQ Level 2 qualifications.  About 12% entered  Employment with no Training and 11% were unemployed.

Approximately one in six of the 1999 “in learning” cohort embarked upon NVQ Level 2​[7]​ qualifications and a year later, 52% of the original group continued at this Level. Around 9% entered Employment with Good Quality Training and 6% entered Employment with no Training. A further 5% went onto GNVQ Advanced Level qualifications and a similar proportion moved onto NVQ Level 3 qualifications. Approximately 5% became unemployed.

In total, by September 2000, 4% of the 1999 “in learning” cohort were unemployed. Around 6% had entered Employment with no Training and a further 6% had entered Employment with Good Quality Training.

Overall, retention rates were highest amongst those groups who began higher level (A/AS Levels, GNVQ Advanced Level and NVQ Level 3) qualifications in 1999.






	A/AS Levels	GCSEs	GNVQ Advanced	GNVQ Foundation	GNVQ Intermediate	NVQ1 or equiv	NVQ2 or equiv	NVQ3 or equiv	Others	Total (now)
A/AS Levels	596	9	23		7		3	2	75	715
Emp - Good Quality Training	15	10	34	6	44	7	35	6	21	178








Emp - National  Traineeship	5	4	5		10	2	10		6	42











Participation and Retention Levels (16-18 years)
Participation - Females aged 16-18 years
According to the recent study​[8]​ undertaken by RCU Ltd on the behalf of Norfolk Learning Partnership just over one-half (52%) of females aged between 16-18 years in Norfolk participated in learning/training of some type during 1998/1999.

However, the pattern of participation is highly localised. For example, participation levels were significantly higher (>65%) than the Norfolk average in the following areas:
	To the south of Norwich - New Buckenham
	To the south-west of Norwich - Wymondham and Hingham
	To the north-east of Norwich - Thorpe End, Ranworth, Wroxham and the area from North Walsham up to Mundesley
	The area to the west of Dereham
	North Norfolk - Sheringham and Brancaster
	West Norfolk - Hunstanton, King’s Lynn, Swaffham and the area adjacent to Sutton Bridge
Conversely, participation levels were significantly lower (<40%) than the Norfolk average in the following areas:
	Along the West Norfolk/Cambridgeshire border in an area adjacent to Wisbech
	On the Suffolk/Norfolk border in an area which takes in Hales, Ellingham, Hempnall and  Acle
	Most of the coastal area from Horsey to Hopton on Sea, including Gt Yarmouth.


Retention - Females aged 16-18 years
Overall, 80% of females in this age range who took part in learning/training remained on their course. However, retention patterns were highly fragmented and females living in the following areas were more likely (>90%) to remain on their course than the Norfolk average:
	North Norfolk - Brancaster, Docking, the coastal stretch between Trimingham and Sheringham
	West Norfolk - the area to the west of Southery on the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border and Swaffham
	An area to the south-west of Norwich including Gt Hockham, East Harling, New Buckenham and south Norwich
	The area to the east of Norwich between Yelverton and Thorpe End, Catfield
	An area to the north-west of Norwich which takes in Cawston, Attlebridge, Saxthorpe, Blickling and Aylsham
Lower retention rates (<60%) were found in the following areas:
	The NR7 8 postcode sector in north-east Norwich
	The NR24 2 postcode sector in North Norfolk
	The IP 25 7 postcode sector to the west of Shipdham
	West Norfolk - Wiggenhall
	Watton
Participation - Males aged 16-18 years
The same study shows that 50% of males aged between 16-18 years in Norfolk participated in learning/training of some type during 1998/1999.

Again, the pattern of participation is highly localised. For example, participation levels were significantly higher (>65%) than the Norfolk average in the following areas:
	To the south-west of Norwich - Wymondham and Hingham
	To the north-east of Norwich - Wroxham and the area from North Walsham up to Mundesley
	South Norfolk - Diss
	North Norfolk - Sheringham 
	West Norfolk - Hunstanton, King’s Lynn, Swaffham and the area adjacent to Sutton Bridge
	The area to the west of Dereham
Conversely, young male participation levels were significantly lower (<40%) than the Norfolk average in the following areas:
	Along the West Norfolk/Cambridge border in an area adjacent to Wisbech
	Downham Market
	On the Suffolk/Norfolk border in an area which takes in Scole, Ellingham, Hempnall and  Acle
	Most of the coastal area from Horsey to Hopton on Sea, including Gt Yarmouth.
Retention - Males aged 16-18 years
Overall, 78% of males in this age range who took part in learning/training remained on their course. As before, retention patterns were highly fragmented and males living in the following areas were more likely (>90%) to remain on their course than the Norfolk average:
	North Norfolk - Blakeney
	The area to the west of Dereham (NR19 2)
	An area to the north-west of Norwich which takes in Blickling and Aylsham
	The area surrounding Hales
Lower retention rates (<60%) were found in the following areas:
	The NR7 8 postcode sector in north-east Norwich
	The NR24 2 postcode sector in North Norfolk
	The IP 24 1 postcode sector adjacent to Thetford
	The PE 36 7 postcode sector to the south of Hunstanton
	Hempnall and Ellingham
Participation of 16-18 year olds by Level
Level 1
Participation at Level 1 is particularly low (below 6% of the total 16-18 year population) in the areas surrounding Gt Yarmouth (the coastal strip from Horsey and along the Suffolk/Norfolk border to Bungay), Blakeney, Guist, Downham Market, Fakenham, Diss and Scole. Also in the area to the west of Norwich which includes Dereham and Hingham (postal codes NR9 5, NR20 4, NR19 1, NR17 1 and NR16 1). 

The highest level (>25%) of participation at Level 1 is found in the area surrounding North Walsham.
Level 2
Participation at Level 2 is low (below 6% of the total 16-18 year population) in the coastal area from Horsey to Hemsby, Hempnall and the PE14 9 postcode sector on the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk border.

The highest levels (>25%) of participation at Level 2 are found in the areas surrounding King’s Lynn, Hunstanton, Swaffham, Wroxham, North Walsham and the outlying areas of Norwich.
Level 3
Participation at Level 3 is particularly low (below 6% of the total 16-18 year population) in an area which takes in Hempnall and Ellingham along the Cambridgeshire/Suffolk border.





Section 2	Increasing the Demand for Learning by Adults




Participation at Level 3 or less - Females aged 18-64 years
According to the recent study​[9]​ undertaken by RCU Ltd on the behalf of Norfolk Learning Partnership in 1998-1999, females accounted for 61% of total participation in training/learning. Around 7% of female residents in this age group were enrolled on courses at Level 3 or less.

Female participation (at Level 3 or less) is highest (>9%) along the West Norfolk coast, in West Norfolk generally, in the area surrounding North Walsham (taking in Sheringham, Trimingham and Mundesley) and in Norwich.

The lowest levels (<4%) of female participation occur in the Gt Yarmouth area (from Horsey along the coastal strip to Hopton on Sea and along the border to Hempnall) and along the West Norfolk/Cambridgeshire border in an area adjacent to Wisbech

Participation at Level 3 or less - Males aged 18-64 years
Proportionally, male participation in training/learning was far lower than that of females. Just under 6% of male residents in this age group were enrolled on courses at Level 3 or less.  

Participation (at Level 3 or less) is highest (>9%) along the West Norfolk coast, in West Norfolk generally (not including King’s Lynn), in the NR22 6 and NR 21 9 postcode sectors adjacent to Fakenham and in Norwich.





Participation at Level 4 or above - Females aged 18-64 years
Participation at Level 4 or above is highest (>1% of the total female population aged 18-64 years) in the area between Thetford and Diss on the Suffolk/Norfolk border,  the NR22 6 postcode sector to the North of Fakenham, Hales, Gt Yarmouth and Norwich.

Participation at Level 4 or above - Males aged 18-64 years
Participation at Level 4 or above is highest (>1% of the total male population aged 18-64 years) in Downham Market, the NR10 5 postcode sector adjacent to Cawston, the NR8 6 postcode sector to the north-west of Norwich and in Gt Yarmouth. 

Participation​[10]​ of students aged 16-64 years by broad programme area
Science (including mathematics and computing)
The RCU data indicates that in 1999, around one-sixth (13% actual figure 21,290) of students (aged 16-64 years) were studying science subjects (including mathematics and computing). Take up is higher than average (>3% of the total population aged 16-64 years) around King’s Lynn and North Walsham. 

Relatively low levels of participation are seen in Gt Yarmouth, in the central rural areas and along the Suffolk border.

Agriculture
Around 2% of students (actual figure 2,670) were based in agriculture. The highest levels of participation took place in rural North Norfolk. As would be expected, the lowest levels occurred in the urban areas.

Construction
Given the size of the Construction industry in Norfolk, it is perhaps surprising that just 3% (actual figure 3,411)  of students were based in this subject. The highest participation rates occurred in Gt Yarmouth and Swaffham.

Engineering
An estimated 7% (actual figure 7,744)  of students studied engineering subjects. The highest levels of participation took place in West Norfolk, in the Thetford area and in North Norfolk in an area taking in Bacton, Happisburgh, Sea Palling and Catfield.

Business
One-fifth (21% actual figure 31,066) of Norfolk students participated in business related studies (including administration and management). The level of participation was high generally across Norfolk, with the exception of Gt Yarmouth and a section of the coast from Horsey to Ormesby St Margaret.

Hotels & Catering
Almost one-tenth (8% actual figure 13,199) of students studied Hotel & Catering (including leisure and tourism) subjects. Pockets of high participation occurred in central Norwich and an area in North Norfolk circumscribing Wells.

Health & Community Care
Health & Community Care subjects were studied by 13% (actual figure 15,047) of students aged 16-64 years.  Participation levels were generally high across Norfolk with the exception of Ellingham and a small area on the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border near Wisbech.

Art & Design





Humanities subjects proved to be the most popular subject choice for Norfolk students (aged 16-64 years), accounting for 21% (actual figure 49,241)  of all students. Participation rates were high across the County with the exception of the Gt Yarmouth area (from Horsey to Hopton on Sea), Ellingham and a small area on the Cambridgeshire/Norfolk border near Wisbech.

Basic Education
Roughly 4% (actual figure 4,455) of students were involved in Basic Education. Participation was highest along the coastal stretch from Hunstanton to Brancaster, from Sheringham to Sea Palling, Gt Yarmouth, Thorpe End, Swaffham and King’s Lynn.

Training
Barriers to training - For individuals
The most frequently mentioned barrier to training from the individual's point of view is lack of time (especially for the self-employed and people aged 25-44), followed by family commitments and the cost of training.  

However, over two-fifths of adults say that they are not affected by barriers to training, particularly those who have learned or trained in the past 12 months. 

As might be expected, some barriers are gender specific:
	Relatively more women feel obstructed by family commitments and the cost of or access to, childcare. 
	Men are more likely to be deterred by lack of time.  
Taking part in training/learning
Over one-quarter of adults in Norfolk would not consider learning or training at any location, particularly the unemployed and the economically inactive. 

Evidently, many people have traditional ideas when considering places to learn. In view of this, new and non-traditional locations may need extensive promotion, to create awareness and stimulate demand.  

In general, the most popular location for learning is a college (FE or HE), followed by  the workplace.  Almost one-fifth of the adult population would consider learning at home (the third most frequently considered location). This option could present opportunities for distance learning initiatives. 

When was training last undertaken?
One-quarter of adults in Norfolk have undertaken some form of learning or training over the last 12 months.  However, one-sixth of Norfolk's adult population has not participated in any form of learning or training activity since leaving school. 

The latter is more marked amongst particular groups i.e. unemployed claimants, adults who are looking after the home and would not consider working, Lone Parents and adults who are not able to work due to illness or disability.

Type of training undertaken during the past twelve months 
The majority of adults who have undertaken training or learning in the past twelve months report that it was job-related. 

How would respondents consider training or learning?
The most frequently considered methods are traditional. For example, part-time courses in the evening, part time courses during the day and on the job, at work.  However, more than one-quarter of adults would not consider any of these methods (particularly those who are not in work).

Few people would consider learning or training using on-line or other computer-based methods. Therefore, it seems unlikely that new methods of learning delivery will increase participation in the short-term and indeed, it may be difficult to gain widespread acceptance of Learndirect centres. 

How long could people spend on training/learning?
About one-half of adults report that they can spend specific amounts of time on training or learning. 
	Women tend to feel they can spend longer on learning than men.  
	Part-time employees can spend longer on learning than their full-time counterparts. 
	Self-employed people can devote the least amount of time to learning  
	People who are not in work are least disposed to spend any time on learning.  
Adult guidance 
The three most frequently preferred sources of advice or information relating to jobs, training or learning are Jobcentres (34% of adults), colleges/universities (23%) and the Careers Service/Careers Centres (19%).  It would appear that there is no demand for the provision of advice through alternative locations such as pubs, clubs, sports centres or shopping centres
.  
Jobcentres are the first choice for both employed people and particularly for unemployed people. It is clear that preferences are influenced by employment status.  

Just 1% of the population would contact ‘Learndirect’,  which is indicative of the magnitude of the task ahead, to generate awareness and acceptance of this organisation. 

Recent learning
The Table that follows indicates that certain factors increase the probability of an individual participating in learning during the previous twelve months.

Employed people are more likely to have participated in recent learning than unemployed people (36% against 14%), the self-employed are also less likely than employees to have undertaken recent learning (14%).

A more detailed analysis shows that levels of participation amongst people who are not in paid employment also vary immensely. Around one-third (29%) of unemployed claimants have participated in recent learning compared to 38% of non-claimants who have looked for work during the previous four weeks and 30% of unemployed people who are not actively looking for a job, but would consider working if a suitable job came along have participated in recent learning. The Table below summarises the factors, which increase the probability of an individual participating in learning during the previous twelve months.

Table 12




All not in work 	14%
Full-time employees 	39%
Part-time employees 	35%
On a government scheme 	100%
Self-employed 	14%
Claimants 	29%
Non-claimants, have looked in last 4 weeks	38%
Not claiming or looking, but  would consider working 	30%
Looking after home, would not consider working 	13%








Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 5 	51%
Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 4 	42%
Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 3 	44%
Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 2/3 	31%
Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 2 	30%
Highest qualification NVQ equivalent	Level 1 	24%
No NVQ equivalence 	11%
Higher order occupation		47%
Intermediate order occupation		34%
Lower order occupation	 	22%
Production & construction 	26%
Services 	40%
Company size (employees)	1-9 	22%
Company size (employees)	10-24 	34%
Company size (employees)	25-199 	37%
Company size (employees)	200+ 	48%
source: Norfolk & Waveney TEC Household survey 2000

Just 13% of people who do not have paid work because they are looking after the home and would not consider working have undertaken learning in the past twelve months. The proportion of those who are unable to work due to illness or disability is even lower (8%), while only 6% of people who class themselves as wholly retired have participated in recent learning.

However, individuals in the latter three groups who have participated in recent learning are more likely than average to have undertaken learning for their personal interest and development (50% against 22%).

The more highly qualified an individual is, the more likely they are to have undertaken recent learning. One-half (51%) of those qualified to Level 5 have participated in learning during the previous twelve months compared to just one-quarter (24%) of those whose highest qualification is Level 1.

As qualification level is highly correlated with occupation, it is hardly surprising that the probability of an individual employed in a higher order occupation having undertaken recent learning is higher than for an individual employed in intermediate or lower level occupations (34% and 22% respectively).

People employed in the Production and Construction industries are less likely to have participated in recent learning than those employed in the Service industry (26% against 40%). Employer size also appears to be a factor in the propensity to have undertaken recent learning. 

While one in five (22%) people employed in small firms (1-9 employees) have participated in recent learning, this rises to almost one in every two (48%) people employed in large firms (200 or more employees). This corroborates the findings of the Employer survey mentioned elsewhere in the document. Large organisations are not only more likely to provide training for staff in the first place, but are also more likely to train each of the occupational groups, including lower level occupations. 

Perceived benefits gained from learning
Learners appear to be most appreciative of the personal benefits they derive from learning. Around one-half (49%) of Learners report that they “learned new skills” (not related to work). Similarly, 46% of Learners feel that “improved my knowledge” was a benefit they gained from learning.

One in three Learners (36%) say that they enjoyed it and one-quarter of Learners (24%)  mention that learning boosted their confidence.

Learners are also appreciative of the job-related benefits they feel have resulted from participating in learning.  More than one-third (37%) of recent learners say that the job-related benefit they identified with learning was “new skills for the job I was doing”, this was closely followed by “able to do my job better” (30%). One-sixth (15%) of recent learners report they “got more job satisfaction”, while 6% say that their participation in learning resulted in a pay rise.

Future learning
Certain groups of people are more likely to anticipate taking part in future learning than average (Norfolk average 34%). These include:

	young people aged 16-24 years (46%) 
	people qualified to Level 3 (49%) 
	people qualified to Level 4 (50%)
	people qualified to Level 5 (62%)
	full-time employees (44%)
	people in higher level occupations (56%)
	Service sector workers (44%)
	people who have recently participated in learning (69%)
	employees in large companies (50%)

Although this seems to imply that more people in Norfolk will become involved in learning over the coming twelve months (28% currently against 34% in the future), future expectations may not always come to fruition. 

Nevertheless, it is encouraging to note that the percentage of unemployed people who expect to participate in future learning is significantly higher than the percentage who have participated in recent learning (41% against 21%). 

Who will pay for future learning/training?
In the main, employers are expected to finance future training, though individual funding will account for a substantial share. Women are significantly more likely than men to expect to pay for their own future learning, possibly as an indirect result of part-time working.

How much current study leads to a qualification?
One-quarter (25%) of all current learning or training will lead to a qualification.  Young people (aged 16-24 yrs) who are currently learning, are the group most likely to be working towards a qualification (30%).

The most frequent subjects in which these learners are working towards qualifications are Business Management or Office Studies, ICT, Healthcare/Medicine or Health & Safety. 

Previous learning/training which was not completed





Maximising the Contribution of Learning to the Economy




Barriers to training - for employers
One-half of all employers (including those who provided no training), believe there are no limiting factors or barriers to the amount of training undertaken and that their present level of training is adequate. This finding is quite startling given the low levels of productivity experienced in Norfolk (See Key Issues).

For the remainder, the most frequent limiting factors are all linked to the training available locally rather than business issues. This implies that improving the local training infrastructure (training services, training suppliers, information, advice and guidance) may increase training activity in Norfolk. The following Table summarises employers' perceptions of the limiting factors or barriers to the amount of training they undertake.
Table 13
Barriers to training	% of employers
No barriers to training	54%
The cost of training	21%
Cannot find the training needed	14%
The times of day at which courses are run or provider prepared to train	13%
Lack of information on the training available	13%
The quality of the training offered by providers	10%
No budget for training	6%
Concerns over trained employees taking jobs in other companies	4%
Unable to quantify the business benefits from training	4%
Employees are not interested in training or developing their skills	3%
Cannot see the benefits	3%
Other	3%
No-one in the company is skilled at identifying employees training needs	2%
No-one in company is skilled at buying training	2%
source: Norfolk & Waveney TEC Employer Survey

Identifying training needs
In the main, the training needs of individual employees tend to be identified by some form of appraisal or individual discussion between managers and staff.  

Other individual training needs are contingent upon external events or demands, such as new equipment/products or legislation.  It is also apparent that individual training needs are rarely linked to a central strategic training plan.  

Training provision
Employers in Norfolk are slightly less likely than the regional average to provide training, both "on the job" and especially "off the job".  In Norfolk, when it is provided, it tends to be given "on the job" suggesting less formal training​[11]​, which rarely leads to qualifications. Table 14 summarises training provision by Local Authority District. 

Table 14
 TRAINING FUNDED OR ARRANGED DURING PAST YEAR, BY LAD 
TRAINING FUNDED OR ARRANGED DURING PAST YEAR, BY LAD 
(all employers – multiple response)









source: Norfolk and Waveney TEC Employer Survey 1999/2000
The Table shows that: 
	employers in Norwich are most likely to provide on-the-job training
	those in Kings Lynn are least likely to provide on-the-job training
	employers in Breckland are most likely to provide off-the-job training;
	the proportion of employers who provide no training is highest in Broadland.

Training provision by occupation




source: Norfolk and Waveney TEC Employer Survey 1999/2000

Whilst this confirms a hierarchy of training opportunities, the provision of training for Managers logically addresses the most frequent skill gaps identified by employers.

Skills
From the employers' perspective, which particular skills require improvement?
Computer literacy/knowledge of Information Technology are the skills most often mentioned by employers as requiring improvement, which reflects the position at the national level.  Other skills which need improving include Practical skills (the ability to carry out job-related tasks), Sales/Marketing skills, Management/Supervisory skills, Customer Care skills and Communication skills.  

In Norfolk, the Management and Supervisory skills, which are most frequently referred to as requiring improvement, in rank order, are:
	keeping up to date on new legislation or government policy 
	organisational skills 
	professional development and keeping up to date on new developments in products or marketing policy 
	business planning and strategic management 
	people management skills 
Recruitment difficulties
According to the National Training Organisations Skills Survey, the major reported cause of skills shortages is the perceived lack of highly skilled people and technicians skilled to at least intermediate level (Level 3).  The main impact of skills shortages does not appear to be escalating wage rates (except in the IT Industry), but constraints on the service quality provided and to a slightly lesser extent, on business profitability.  

In certain cases, this could be due to the poor image of some jobs in particular sectors.  Issues like low pay and poor working conditions appear to have a direct impact on recruitment at a time when the jobs market is tightening. Previous research undertaken locally has shown this to be the case in the Tourism, Construction and Hospitality sectors.

In most industrial sectors skills shortages, recruitment activities and skills gaps have not improved. Even in a relatively low-growth economy, the pace of change in the workplace requires that skills be constantly updated. A skills base that is failing to cope with rising demands may impede growth and competitiveness.

The recruitment difficulties faced by Norfolk employers most frequently involve jobs that require intermediate levels of skill and knowledge. Overall, one vacancy in every two is likely to be hard-to-fill.
	Vacancies for Craft & Related occupations and Other occupations are generally the most difficult to fill.  
	Sales occupations account for more than one-third of all hard-to-fill vacancies (the Retail sector is one of Norfolk's largest sectors). 
	Around one-quarter of all hard-to-fill vacancies are in Craft & Related occupations, while Personal & Protective Service Occupations account for one in every ten hard to fill vacancies.
Recruitment difficulties - Employers' viewpoint
From the employer's viewpoint, the most frequent reasons for hard to fill vacancies are:
	a shortage of appropriately skilled applicants
	applicants lack appropriate work experience 
	applicants lack qualifications demanded
Consequently, most employers tend to place the blame on applicants. Only a minority accept that job-related issues such as poor pay or company factors such as competition from other employers are discouraging applicants.  

Recruitment difficulties - Individual perspective
Looking at the situation from the perspective of the unemployed​[12]​ individual gives a somewhat different view:
	Around one-sixth of unemployed adults claim that wages are too low
	One in ten say that there is a scarcity of the right sort of job
	One-fifth of unemployed adults cite the cost of childminding facilities/access to childminding facilities as an obstacle to finding work
	One-tenth claim that they lack training/qualifications
	Around 3% of unemployed adults feel that they are not very good at reading or writing, 1% mentioned they were not very good at maths.
There are also differences in the incidence of barriers affecting certain groups of unemployed people who would like to work. 

	The most frequent barriers for non-working Lone Parents relate to childminding and family commitments
	Short-term unemployed people (up to 6 months) are less likely to feel obstructed by barriers overall, but are more likely than average to feel they face low pay, scarce jobs, a lack of training/qualifications and a lack of access to transport
	Long-term unemployed people (6 months or more) are more likely to feel obstructed by barriers overall and are more likely than average to have problems with childminding, family commitments and the cost of transport
	Younger unemployed people tend to cite a lack of training, qualifications and experience, childminding and transport as barriers
	Older unemployed people face age discrimination, scarcity of jobs and low wages.
Skills gaps
Recruitment difficulties are not the only skill problems faced by employers.  They may also have internal skill gaps, defined as a deficit between the skills employers need to meet their business objectives and those possessed by their staff. Skills needs are rising across all sectors. 
	The Construction industry and Manufacturers report the existence of managerial skill gaps more frequently than the average.  
	The larger the company, the more likely it is to have a skills gap within the workforce.
	Firms based in Norwich and Broadland are also more prone to report the existence of skills gaps than elsewhere in the County.
The most frequently mentioned forces effecting the need for higher skills amongst managers in Norfolk are changes in ICT (26% of employers who identified a skills need amongst managers​[13]​) and expansion (25%).  Keeping ahead of the competition (24%) ranks third, closely followed by legislation (20%), changes in work practices (20%) and changes in services provided (19%). 

Turning to the non-managerial workforce, the most frequent forces giving rise to the need for higher skills are analogous in many ways to those seen above. Changes in ICT (29% of employers who identified a skills need amongst the non-managerial workforce​[14]​) is first, followed by keeping ahead of the competition (23%), and changes in work practices (20%).  Expansion and changes in service provided (17%) rank fourth, followed by legislation (16%).






Raising Standards of Learning






progress towards the national LEARNING targets for adults (2000) ogress towards the national LEARNING targets for adults base: economically active
Variable	Year 2002 target	England 	Norfolk 	Percentage point difference(between Norfolk and targets)
Adults with Level 3+ 	 Target 1 = 50% 	47.2%	34.0%	-16
Adults with  Level 4+	Target 2 = 28%	27.3%	20.8%	-7.2
Sources: Labour Force Survey (England figures) and Norfolk Household Survey 2000 (Norfolk figures) 

As Table 14 above shows, Norfolk is 16 percentage points below National Adult Learning Target 1 and 7 percentage points below National Adult Learning Target 2. Consequently, it is highly improbable that Norfolk will reach the qualification levels required to meet the National Learning Targets for Adults by the end of 2002.

The two Tables, which follow,  rank local areas in Norfolk in terms of adult attainment. From the first of the Tables, it can be seen that there is a 25 percentage point difference between levels of attainment at Level 3+ in the locality with the strongest performance (Wymondham) and that with the weakest performance (Wells). 

Looking at the second Table, this pattern of attainment is repeated. The gap between the area with the highest levels of attainment (Wymondham) at Level 4+ and that with the lowest (Wells) is 13.5 percentage points. 

Taking both Tables together, it should be noted that Cromer & Sheringham, Watton
Greater Yarmouth, Swaffham and Wells fall into the five weakest performing localities for both indicators. Conversely,  Wymondham, Loddon and Acle appear in the "top" five local areas in terms of performance for each indicator.

Table 15
Proportion of adults qualified to Level 3+ Adults, by local area 





















source: Norfolk and Waveney TEC Household Survey 2000

This suggests that the level of qualifications in particular localities is considerably influenced by the different socio-economic and demographic profiles occurring in each local area. Therefore, policies may also need to be targeted on a geographic basis.






Proportion of adults qualified to Level 4+ Adults, by local area 





















source: Norfolk and Waveney TEC Household Survey 2000

Level of qualification by local area
The following Tables show the levels of qualifications held by residents in each local area.  It should be noted that even those local areas in Norfolk that have performed relatively well (compared to the Norfolk average) in terms of the level of attainment, will have great difficulty in meeting the National Learning Targets for 2002.
Table 17
base: all adults	Other vocational only	Level 1	Level 2	Level 2/3 (MA)	Level 3	Level 4	Level 5
North-west Norfolk base 199	1%	10%	22%	1%	9%	11%	7%







source: Norfolk and Waveney TEC Household Survey 2000

The following Table shows levels of qualifications held by residents in each local area. 
Table 18base: all adults	Other vocational only	Level 1	Level 2	Level 2/3 (MA)	Level 3	Level 4	Level 5
















As the previous Tables have shown, patterns of attainment are highly localised and in addition few local areas perform well, consistently, across all Levels. At Level 1, Dereham is the area with the highest level of attainment (24% of the adult population) compared to Lodden with 7%. King's Lynn has the highest level of Level 2 attainment at 38% of the adult population, while just 22% of the adult populations of Wells and north-west Norfolk have  Level 2. 

Generally, Norfolk's performance is particularly weak at Level 3 and above. The only local areas, which have achieved attainment levels above one-sixth of the adult population, are Lodden (16%) and Acle (15%). The lowest level of attainment at Level 3 is in South Breckland (4%). The highest levels of attainment at Level 4 occur in Wymondham (25%), King's Lynn (20%) and Acle (19%). Conversely, the lowest levels are found in Swaffham (6%) and the Greater Yarmouth area (8%).

The adult population in north-west Norfolk has the highest levels of Level 5 attainment (7% of the adult population), Dereham and the Greater Yarmouth area have the lowest levels (1%).

Numbers in post - 16 learning/training
The Table which follows provide an illustration of the numbers of people currently involved in LSC administered training/learning in Norfolk, by Training Provider.

Table 19
Work-based Learning Training Providers	NumbersIn training2000/2001
Advance Training 	2









Garner Hair Consultants & Designs	5
Great Yarmouth College of F. E.	139
Hospitality Plus	122
Hotel and Catering Training Company Ltd	86
Intec Business Colleges	31
John G Plummer & Associates	17
John Oliver Partnerships 	14
NCH Action for Children	18
NCH Action for Children - Breckland	11
NCT	273
Norfolk County Council Training Services	40
Norfolk Training Services Ltd	332
Norwich YMCA Services Ltd	14











source: Norfolk Learning and Skills Council, Management Information


The Table which follows provide an illustration of the numbers of young people currently involved in Sixth Form/FE training/learning in Norfolk, by school.
Table 20
Schools with Sixth Form Intake	Age 16	Age 17	Age 18	Age 19+	Totals
Attleborough C. High	24	43			67
Costessey G.M. High	59	48	2	 	109
Dereham, Neatherd C. High	87	66			153
Dereham, Northgate C. High	89	58	4		151
Diss C. High	93	84	3		180
Downham Market G.M. High	126	85	9	3	223
Fakenham C. High	190	157	26	3	376
Hellesdon C. High	126	89	5		220
Hunstanton, Smithdon C. High	89	51	9	1	150
King's Lynn, Gaywood Park C. High	35	43	4		82
King's Lynn, King Edward VII V.C. High	126	99	5		230
King's Lynn, Springwood C. High	131	73	5		209
Methwold C. High	40	27	8		75
Norwich, Blyth Jex C. High	77	51	13		141
Norwich, Earlham C. High	30	28			58
Norwich, Eaton (CNS) C. High	209	180	20		409
Norwich, Heartsease C. High	10	10			20
Norwich, Hewett	401	293	38	2	734
Norwich, Notre Dame R.C. V.A. High	185	145	1		331
Sheringham G.M. High	72	54	9	2	137
Sprowston C. High	115	81	2	1	199
Swaffham, Hamonds C. High	111	77	5	1	194
Thetford, Charles Burrell C. High	48	16	3		67




Source: Norfolk Adult Education Department, September 2000.


The Table which follows provide an illustration of the numbers of people currently involved in FE training/learning in Norfolk, by Training Provider.

Table 21
FE Institution (1999-2000)	Total learners
College of West Anglia 	15,141
East Norfolk Sixth Form College	1,122
Easton College	1,539
Great Yarmouth College of Further Education	3,888
Norfolk AES (NCAT)	8,273





The Tables, which follow, give an indication of the quality grades awarded to Learning Providers on Norfolk and Waveney TEC/Learning and Skills Council, Norfolk contracts. 





GRADE 1 =	Outstanding provision - many strengths few weaknessesGRADE 2 = 	Good provision - strengths outweigh weaknessesGRADE 3 = 	Satisfactory provision - mixture of strengths & weaknessesGRADE 4 =	Unsatisfactory provision - weaknesses outweigh strengthsGRADE 5 =	Poor provision - few strengths many weaknesses


CITB NCC - Bircham Newton was awarded a combination of grade 2s implying good provision and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

CITB NCC - BIRCHAM NEWTON
Last Inspection - November 1998, Re-inspection Feb 2000
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Construction: plant operatives	2
Construction: plant maintenance & repair	2
Construction technicians	2
General construction	4  3 on re-inspection
Construction: access (scaffolding etc)	3
Equal opportunities	3
Trainee support	3
Management of training	4 3 on re-inspection
Quality assurance	3

Constant Browning Edmonds was awarded mainly grade 2s implying good provision and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and one grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

CONSTANT BROWNING EDMONDS	
Last Inspection - March 1999













Last inspection August 1998 Re-inspection Sept. 99






Retail & customer service	3
Foundation for work	3
Equal opportunities	4  3 on re-inspection
Trainee support	4  2 on re-inspection
Management of training	4  3 on re-inspection
Quality assurance	3

Broadland Council Training Services was one of the few Providers to be awarded grade 1s, a measure of outstanding provision  involving many strengths and few weaknesses. In the main the Provider was awarded grade 2s, implying good provision with strengths outweighing weaknesses. 

BROADLAND  COUNCIL TRAINING SERVICES
Last inspection Sept 1999













Roys of Wroxham were awarded grade 3s meaning that provision was satisfactory, that is a mixture of strengths & weaknesses.

ROYS OF WROXHAM
Last inspection Feb' 2000








Most of the grades awarded to Fitness Express are not available for publication at this time.

FITNESS EXPRESS
Last inspection Feb' 2000 Re-inspection February 01













Last inspection Feb' 2000













Gt Yarmouth College was awarded a combination of grade 2s meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses. For Business Administration the College was awarded a grade 4, implying unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths.

GT. YARMOUTH COLLEGE
Last inspection March 2000 











City College, Norwich was awarded a mainly grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses. For Manufacturing and Health care & public services however, the College was awarded a grade 4, implying unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths.

CITY COLLEGE NORWICH
Last inspection May 2000 












Norfolk County Council NVQ Centre was awarded a combination of one grade 2 meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL NVQ CENTRE
Last inspection September 2000 
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Health	2






Easton College was awarded one grade 3 meaning that provision was satisfactory, that is a mixture of strengths & weaknesses, but mainly grade 4s implying unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths.

EASTON COLLEGE
Last inspection October 2000 







The grades awarded to EAGIT are not available for publication at this time.

EAGIT
Last inspection April 2001






The Tables, which follow, summarise the grades awarded to Learning Providers whose contracts are co-ordinated by other local Learning and Skills Councils.  

CITB East was awarded was awarded a combination of one grade 2 meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

CITB EAST 
Last inspection November 1998 







Touchstone was awarded was awarded a combination of one grade 2 (on re-inspection) meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

TOUCHSTONE 
Last inspection November 1998 
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Retail/ warehouse/ customer service	3





YMCA was one of the few Providers to be awarded a grade 1, a measure of outstanding provision  involving many strengths and few weaknesses. In the main the Provider was awarded grade 2s, implying good provision with strengths outweighing weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

YMCA  
Last inspection December 1998 Re-inspection March 2000

















On re-inspection, Leicester & County Footwear was awarded grade 2s, implying good provision with strengths outweighing weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

LEICESTER & COUNTY FOOTWEAR 
Last inspection June 1998 Re-inspection June 1999 Not contracting 2001-02
Area of inspection	Grade awarded




Quality assurance	4  2 on re-inspection

Microtech was awarded one grade 2, implying good provision with strengths outweighing weaknesses and mostly grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

MICROTECH 
Last inspection June 1999  






Quality assurance	4  3 on re-inspection

SITO was awarded grade 3s in the main, meaning that provision was satisfactory, that is a mixture of strengths & weaknesses, but also a grade 4 for Quality Assurance implying unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths.

SITO	
Last inspection November 1999 Not contracting 2001-02







 In the main Pelcombe was awarded grade 2s, implying good provision with strengths outweighing weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

PELCOMBE 
Last inspection February 2000 














The grades awarded to Hospitality Plus are not available at this time.
HOSPITALITY PLUS 
Last inspection September 2000 
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Hospitality	N/A
Business administration	N/A
Leisure sports & travel	N/A






STS Training was awarded a combination of grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses and grade 4s, implying unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths.

STS TRAINING 
Last inspection April 2000 













Advance (STCS) Training was awarded a combination of grade 2s meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

ADVANCE (STCS) TRAINING
Last inspection 2000 
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Business administration	3
Retail & customer service	2







Chippenham/Wiltshire College was awarded a combination of grade 2s meaning that provision was good and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

CHIPPENHAM/WILTSHIRE COLLEGE
Last inspection 2000 













The Tables, which follow, give an indication of the quality grades awarded to FE Colleges in Norfolk. Grading structure is the same as before. 

For aspects of cross-college provision, the Norfolk College of Arts and Technology, King's Lynn was awarded mainly grade 1s meaning that provision was outstanding, (many strengths and few weaknesses) and a combination of grade 2s implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses) and grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses).

The Norfolk College of Arts and Technology, King's Lynn
Last Inspection - March - December 1996
Area of inspection	Grade awarded
Aspects of cross-college provision
Responsiveness/range of provision	1
Governance/management	1
















Basic education including learning support and provision for students with learning difficulties and/or disabilities	2

For curriculum areas the college was awarded a majority of grade 2s implying good provision and that strengths outweigh weaknesses and a few grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses. Leisure/tourism/uniformed services received a grade 1, meaning that provision was outstanding, (much strength and few weaknesses)

For aspects of cross-college provision, Paston Sixth Form College was awarded mainly grade 2s implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses). A grade 3 meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses) was awarded for general resources. 

Paston Sixth Form CollegeEastern Region
Last Inspection - November 1997
Area of inspection	Grade awarded









Humanities (excluding English communications and modern foreign languages)	2

In curriculum areas, the College was awarded two grade 2s, implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses) and one grade 3 meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses).


For aspects of cross-college provision, Norwich City College of Further and Higher Education was awarded mainly grade 2s, implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses) and one grade 3 meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses).

Norwich City College of Further and Higher EducationEastern Region
Last Inspection - May 2000
Area of inspection	Grade awarded















In curriculum areas, the College was awarded a grade 1 for Hairdressing/beauty therapy (provision was outstanding, many strengths and few weaknesses), three grade 2s, implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses) and three grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses).


Great Yarmouth College of Further Education was awarded grade 3s for all aspects of cross-college provision meaning that provision was satisfactory (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses).

Great Yarmouth  College of Further  EducationEastern Region
Last Inspection - April 2000
Area of inspection	Grade awarded














In curriculum areas, the College was awarded three grade 2s, implying good provision (strengths outweigh weaknesses) two grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses) and a grade 4 for Business (Unsatisfactory provision where weaknesses outweigh strengths).


Easton College was awarded grade 3s (meaning that provision was satisfactory, that is, a mixture of strengths and weaknesses) for all aspects of cross-college provision except Governance which was awarded a grade 2 implying good provision in which strengths outweigh weaknesses.

Easton College Eastern Region
Last Inspection - October 2000
Area of inspection	Grade awarded











For aspects of cross college provision, East Norfolk Sixth Form College was awarded mainly grade 3s meaning satisfactory provision (a mixture of strengths and weaknesses) and a grade 4 for Quality Assurance implying that provision was unsatisfactory and that weaknesses outweigh strengths.

East Norfolk Sixth Form College Eastern Region
Last Inspection - October 2000
Area of inspection	Grade awarded













In curriculum areas the College was awarded a majority of grade 2s implying good provision where strengths outweigh weaknesses and one grade 3 (in Business studies) meaning satisfactory provision i.e. a mixture of strengths and weaknesses.

Basic Skills
According to "Basic skills, soft skills and labour market outcomes: secondary analysis of the national child development study" a DfEE report​[17]​, individuals with better reading and mathematics skills at age 16 have higher labour market earnings and are more likely to be in work. 

Much of this positive link with literacy and numeracy skills operates via an indirect effect on individuals’ qualification level. However, an independent positive relationship exists between literacy, numeracy and some labour market outcomes, even after allowing for individuals’ attitudes and ‘soft skills’ and their eventual qualification level. 

The Basic Skills Agency assessment criteria breaks down the estimated seven million adults, (nationally, an estimated one in five adults) who have poor basic skills, according to three categories of scale of need. The criteria is as follows:

Low - These adults are regarded as on the borderline of functional literacy and numeracy and may need little if any direct instruction to reach the national average. Many of these will reach the threshold through private study, through basic skills support or through a short course. 

Lower - Adults in this category have some literacy and numeracy skills already, although these may be fragile. They would be expected to have difficulties in coping with at least some of the everyday literacy and numeracy requirements they encounter.

Very Low - Most of these adults need intensive instruction to bring them up to the basic skills threshold and some may never reach the threshold, particularly if they have significant learning difficulties. 


















Source: Basic Skills Agency, 2001

The Table above shows that Norfolk has significantly higher levels of the local population who are regarded as on the borderline of functional literacy (i.e. Low) than the national average (15%).  The highest levels of Low basic literacy are found in North Norfolk (21%), North-West Norfolk (17.5%),  South-West Norfolk (17.1%) and Gt Yarmouth (16.7%).

At the other end of the scale (i.e.Very low), Norwich South (4.7%) and Gt Yarmouth (4.3%) have higher levels of Very low literacy than the national average. North Norfolk (4.1%), North-West Norfolk (4%), Norwich North (3.9%) and South-West Norfolk (3.8%) Parliamentary Constituencies are on a par with the national average (4%), while the Mid-Norfolk and South Norfolk Constituencies perform relatively well against the national average.  

Norfolk performs fairly well in the "Lower" category; the percentage of the population in each local Parliamentary Constituency being less than the national average. 
















Source: Basic Skills Agency, 2001

As the Table above shows, excepting for Norwich North (12.1% against national average 12%)  the populations in each of Norfolk's Parliamentary Constituencies are less likely to be classed as on the borderline of functional numeracy (i.e. Low) than the national average. 

In the "Lower" category, the Norwich South (7.6%), Gt Yarmouth (7.5%) North-West Norfolk (7.4%), North Norfolk (8.1%) and the South-West Norfolk (7.3%) Parliamentary Constituencies have a greater proportion of their populations classed as having difficulties in coping with at least some of the everyday numeracy requirements they encounter. However, the populations of Mid-Norfolk (5.8%), South Norfolk (5.8%) and Norwich North (6.8%) are less likely to have this difficulty than the national average (7%). 

At the other end of the scale (i.e.Very Low) North Norfolk (6.9%), Norwich South (6.2%), Gt Yarmouth (5.9%), North-West Norfolk (5.9%) and the South-West Norfolk (5.6%) Parliamentary Constituencies have a greater proportion of their populations classed as needing intensive instruction to bring them up to the basic skills threshold than the national average, while the Mid-Norfolk (3.4%), South Norfolk (3.6%) and Norwich North (5%) Constituencies perform at least as well as the national average (5%).  

Total percentages for each of the local Constituencies show that basic numeracy levels are better than the national average (24%) in Mid-Norfolk (19.7%) and South Norfolk (19.7%) Constituencies. Basic numeracy was on a par with the national average in Norwich North (23.9%) and South-West Norfolk (23.8%), but marginally worse in Norwich South (25.3%), Gt Yarmouth (25.2%) North-West Norfolk (24.2%) and the North Norfolk (24.3%) Parliamentary Constituencies.

Ward level analysis (see Appendices) indicates that in seventy four Norfolk wards, more than one-quarter of the population aged between 16-60 years have poor levels of literacy. In fifteen of these wards (see below) at least one-third of the population are affected by poor levels of literacy.








Burnham	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
Creake	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
Denver	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
North Coast	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
Gaywood South	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
Thetford Barnham-Cross	Breckland
Hunstanton	Kings Lynn & West Norfolk
Mile Cross	Norwich

In fifty two Norfolk wards more than one-quarter of the population aged between 16-60 years is affected by poor levels of numeracy. In ten of these wards (see below) more than one-third of the population has poor levels of numeracy.

Lynn North	King's Lynn & West Norfolk
Thetford-Abbey	Breckland
Thetford-Barnham Cross	Breckland









Tackling Disadvantage and Promoting Equality of Opportunity




Unemployment - UK and Norfolk
Figure 4
source: NOMIS (Crown Copyright)

Figure 6 shows that Norfolk's unemployment rate has remained below that of the UK over the past twelve months. In May 2000, the UK rate stood at 3.7% against a Norfolk rate of 3.5%. By May 2001, unemployment in Norfolk had dropped to 2.8% of the workforce compared to 3.3% of the workforce at the national level. 

Local Authority District Unemployment
Figure 5 on the following page gives the rate of unemployment in each of the Norfolk Local Authority Districts for the previous twelve months. 

As the Figure shows, there is a wide variance between the rate of unemployment in Gt Yarmouth and the other Local Authority Districts. In May 2000, the rate of unemployment in Gt Yarmouth stood at 7.5% compared to a rate of 3.4% in Norwich (which had the next highest unemployment rate in Norfolk). At this time South Norfolk's unemployment rate was the lowest in the County at 2.6% (a difference of 4.1 percentage points).

A year later in May 2001, the unemployment rate in Gt Yarmouth had dropped to 6.2%, compared to Norwich  (which still had the next highest unemployment rate in the County) where the rate had fallen to 2.7% (a difference of 3.5 percentage points).






​source: NOMIS (Crown Copyright)

Travel to Work Area Unemployment
Overleaf, Figure 6 illustrates the unemployment rates in each of the Travel to Work Areas for May 2000 and May 2001. 

As at District level, Gt Yarmouth exhibits the highest unemployment rates (7.4% May 2000, 6.1% May 2001), followed by Cromer (3.5% May 2000, 2.8% May 2001). The  lowest rates occur in Diss (1.9% May 2000, 1.6% May 2001), followed by Thetford (2.1% May 2000, 1.8% May 2001).

Figure 6
source: NOMIS (Crown Copyright)

Indices of Deprivation 2000 
Indicators  - Income deprivation
Adults in Income Support householdsChildren in Income Support householdsAdults in Income-Based Job Seekers Allowance householdsAdults in Family Credit householdsChildren in Family Credit householdsAdults in Disability Working Allowance householdsChildren in Disability Working Allowance householdsNon-earning, non-IS pensioner and disabled Council Tax Benefit recipients apportioned to wards

Income deprivation 
Three wards in Norfolk fall into the 100 most income-deprived wards in England. Two of the wards - Regent and Nelson - are in the Great Yarmouth Local Authority District, the third is Lynn North, in the King's Lynn & West Norfolk District. More than one-half (55%) of the residents in these three wards are affected by income deprivation.






Lynn Central		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Lynn South West	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Mousehold		Norwich
Lakenham		Norwich




















Indicators  - Employment deprivation
Unemployment claimant countsPeople out of work, but in TEC delivered government supported trainingPeople aged 18-24 on New Deal optionsIncapacity Benefit recipients aged 16-59Severe Disablement Allowance claimants aged 16-59

Employment deprivation
Two Norfolk wards (Regent and Nelson) appear in the 100 most employment deprived wards in England, both wards are in the Great Yarmouth Local Authority District and at least 30% of residents are affected by employment deprivation.

At least 15% of residents in the following wards are affected by employment deprivation:

Plumstead		Broadland






Lynn Central		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Catton Grove		Norwich
Crome		Norwich
Gaywood South		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk




Lichfield and Cobholm	Great Yarmouth
Northgate		Great Yarmouth
Mile Cross		Norwich
St. Margarets		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Mancroft		Norwich






Indicators  - Health deprivation and disability
Comparative Mortality ratios for men and women at ages under 65People receiving Attendance Allowance or Disability Living Allowance as a proportion of all peopleProportion of people of working age (16-59) receiving Incapacity Benefit or Severe Disablement AllowanceAge and sex of standardised ratio of limiting long-term illnessProportion of babies of very low birthweight (<2.500g)

Health deprivation and disability
The most deprived ward in Norfolk in terms of Health deprivation and disability is Regent in Great Yarmouth Local Authority District. None of the wards in Norfolk fall into the 100 worst (in terms of health deprivation and disability) wards in England. 

However, the following nineteen Norfolk wards fall into the worst 20% of English wards:

Regent	Great Yarmouth
Lynn North	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Mancroft	Norwich
Nelson	Great Yarmouth






Lynn South West	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Gaywood South	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk










Indicators  - Education, skills and training deprivation 
Working age adults with no qualifications Children aged 16 and over who are not in full-time educationProportions of 17-19 year old population who have not successfully applied for HEKS2 primary school performance dataPrimary school children with English as an additional languageAbsenteeism at primary level (all absences, not just unauthorised)

Education, skills and training deprivation
Five Norfolk wards fall into the 100 most deprived (in terms of education, skills and training deprivation) in England. These five wards are Nelson, Yarmouth North, Regent and Northgate in Great Yarmouth Local Authority District and Mile Cross in Norwich Local Authority District.






























Lynn North		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Swaffham		Breckland
University		Norwich
Lynn Central		King’s Lynn and West Norfolk






Indicators  - Housing deprivation 
Homeless households in temporary accommodationHousehold overcrowdingPoor private sector housing

Housing deprivation
None of the Norfolk wards fall into the 100 most housing deprived wards in England. Three Norfolk wards: Nelson and Regent in Great Yarmouth Local Authority District and Lynn North in King's Lynn and West Norfolk Local Authority District fall into the bottom decile of the most housing deprived wards in England.





Lynn North	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Lynn South West	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Mile Cross	Norwich
Gaywood South	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk
Thetford-Abbey	Breckland
Lynn Central	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk







Indicators  - Geographical access to services 
Access to a Post OfficeAccess to food shopsAccess to a GPAccess to a primary school

Geographical access to services
As would be expected, the most deprived wards in terms of geographical access to services are in rural areas. The three most deprived wards in Norfolk are Mid-Forest in Breckland Local Authority District; Fulmodeston and Four Stowes in North Norfolk Local Authority District.

















Priory	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk	
Ten Mile	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk	
The Raynhams	North Norfolk	
Foulsham	Broadland	



















Docking	King’s Lynn and West Norfolk	
Hermitage	Breckland	










The Child Poverty Index is a subset of the income index. The following wards have scores of more than 50% i.e. in these wards at least 50% of children aged under 16 years live in families claiming a means tested benefit.

Nelson	Great Yarmouth
















District summary - Employment
As Table 21 shows, Norwich is the most deprived District in terms of employment deprivation followed closely by Great Yarmouth. At the other end of the scale lies South Norfolk, which has the lowest level of employment deprivation in the County.

Table 25








Source: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions
District summary -  Income
Table 26
	Number of Income Deprived	Rank of Income Scale
Norwich	35,941	91






Source: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

As with the previous indicator, Norwich is the most deprived District in the County in terms of income deprivation. However for this indicator, the King’s Lynn and West Norfolk District suffers worse deprivation than Great Yarmouth.

Broadland has also taken the place of South Norfolk as the least deprived District in terms of income deprivation.

Average of ward scores
Table 27
	Average of Ward Scores	Rank of Average of Ward Scores
Great Yarmouth	37.96	43
Norwich	33.59	66





Source: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

This measure (average of ward scores) is calculated by averaging the ward scores in each District after they have been weighted against the District population. As would be expected from the previous ward level analysis, Great Yarmouth has the worse average of ward scores and is ranked at 43rd out of a possible 354 (where 1 is the most deprived).

 Average of ward ranks





	Rank of Average of Ward Ranks
Great Yarmouth	52
Norwich	65

















Source: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

The extent rank gives the proportion of a District's population living in the wards, which rank within the most deprived 10% of wards in England. A score of 158 indicates a District with no score i.e. none of the population lives within the most deprived 10% of wards in England.

As the Table shows, Great Yarmouth is the most deprived District with 36.83% of its population living within the most deprived 10% of wards in England. This is followed by Norwich with 12.46% of its population living within the most deprived 10% of wards in England and King’s Lynn and West Norfolk with 9.42% of its population living within the most deprived 10% of wards in England. The remaining Districts were given a score of 158, indicating that non of the population live within the most deprived 10% of wards in England.

Local concentration
The local concentration indicator identifies "hot spots" by reference to a percentage of the District's population. This is a mean of the population weighted rank of a District's most deprived wards that capture exactly 10% of the District's population. In many cases this is not always a whole number of wards.












Source: Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions

Occupation by locality




Occupational level	SOC	Norfolk averagebase 2,790
Higher level occupations	Managers & Administrators,Professional occupations and Associate Professional & Technical occupations	30%
Intermediate level occupations	Clerical & Secretarial, Craft & Related and Personal & Protective occupations	43%
Lower level occupations	Sales occupations, Plant & Machine operators and Other occupations	27%
source: Norfolk & Waveney TEC Household survey, 2000


Compared with the Norfolk average (30%), proportionally there are more people employed in higher level occupations living in Wymondham ( 60% of working residents), Loddon (38%), north-west Norfolk (36%), Long Stratton (36%), Acle (35%), west Broadland (35%) and King’s Lynn (34%).

Again comparison with the Norfolk average (43%) shows that proportionally there are more people employed in intermediate level occupations living in Gt Yarmouth (60%), Dereham (60%), Cromer/Sheringham (59%), north-west Norfolk (56%), Long Stratton (53%) and Swaffham (53%).

People employed in lower level occupations are more likely to live in Fakenham (28%). Wells (27%), Diss (27%), Swaffham (25%), south - west Norfolk (25%), south Broadland (22%), Gt Yarmouth (22%) and Cromer/Sheringham (21%) than other localities in Norfolk.

Average gross annual earnings

Average gross annual earnings in Norfolk stand at  £17,459.55 for full-time workers.
Part-time workers (16-30 hours per week) earn an average of £7,823.06 per annum and other part-time workers (less than 16 hours per week) earn an average of £4,085.14 per annum.







739,182	Ethnic group : White 
393	Ethnic group : Black Caribbean
415	Ethnic group : Black African
890	Ethnic group : Black other 
974	Ethnic group : Indian
233	Ethnic group : Pakistani 
207	Ethnic group : Bangladeshi 
939	Ethnic group : Chinese
711	Ethnic group : Other Asian 
1,788	Ethnic group : Other 
source: 1991 Census of Population 

As Table 28 illustrates, Norfolk's resident population is predominantly white (99%), with each of the other ethnic group categories containing less than one thousand people.  It should be noted however, that the Table is based on data that is now ten years old and as with other demographic indicators, the proportions contained within the population may have changed.  

According to data collected through a TEC Household survey in 1997,  98% of the population class themselves as belonging to a non-white ethnic minority group. 

This finding is corroborated In the most recent TEC Household survey (2000),  when again, 98% of respondents classified themselves as white.  A further 1.6% are non-white (comprising 0.7% people of mixed race, plus 0.9% in total of Asian, black, and ‘other’ ethnic groups).  The remaining 0.7% refused to classify themselves.

Table 33 summarises the numbers of people participating in Further Education by their ethnic group.

Table 33
FE Participation by ethnicity in  Norfolk
AcademicYear	Ethnic group: Non-White	Ethnic group: White	Ethnicity unknown	Total
98/99	850	35,456	6,961	43,267
99/00	872	37,989	4,911	43,772
source: Learning and Skills Council, Norfolk


In the academic year, 1998/1999, 2.3% of those participating in Further Education were from non-white ethnic minority groups (ignoring the "Ethnicity unknown" figures). The figure had hardly changed in the following academic year, when 2.2% of those participating in Further Education were from non-white ethnic minority groups, again ignoring the "Ethnicity unknown" figures. 

It should also be noted that although the "ethnicity unknown" figures were lower in 1999/2000, this had little affect on the non-white ethnic group figures. 

Taking the previous data relating to the ethnic composition of Norfolk's population into consideration, demonstrates that in Norfolk at least, the non-white ethnic population is at least as likely as the white ethnic population to participate in Further Education. 

School Year 11 Destinations - ethnicity differences
Data provided by Norfolk Careers Service demonstrates that at the end of their compulsory schooling, young people who class themselves as from ethnic minority groups were more likely to continue in full-time education than their white counterparts (79% against 69.1%), but less likely to enter full-time employment (6.5% against 15.8%).

Young people from ethnic minority groups are also more likely to be unemployed than young white people (8% against 6.7%), but within this group (the unemployed) they were more likely (than young white people) to be in part-time employment of less than 16 hours per week (1.5% against 0.3%) or in part-time learning of less than 16 hours per week (0.7% against 0.4%). 

Long-term illness or disability
More than one-tenth (12%) of the adult population consider themselves to have a disability or long-term illness which affects or limits their daily activities or the type of work they can do.

Males are slightly more likely to report this than females (13% against 11%). 

Non-white ethnic​[18]​ groups within Norfolk's population are also somewhat more likely than white ethnic groups to consider themselves to have a disability or long-term illness which affects or limits their daily activities or the type of work they can do (17% against 11%).

People with a disability or long-term illness are less likely than average to have participated in learning in the past three years (33% against 49%).

Lone Parents
About 8% of the adult population class themselves as lone parents (20% males, 80% females).

Almost one-half (47%) of lone parents are in paid employment, 25% of lone parents work full-time and around 19% work part-time . 

One-half (49%) of lone parents who are not currently working would consider working if a suitable job came along. 

Lone parents are a little less likely to have participated in learning in the past three years (42% against 49%). More than one-sixth (18%) of all lone parents are on a government-supported training scheme compared to less than 0.5% of the adult population generally.
Occupation by gender
The occupational gender pattern in Norfolk is broadly in line with the national pattern. Women are more likely than men to be employed in Clerical & Secretarial occupations (22% of female workers), Personal & Protective occupations (22%) and Sales occupations (14%).

Men are more likely than women to work in Craft & Related occupations (25% of male workers), Managerial occupations (16%) and as Plant & Machine operators (14%).

Gender-specific economic inequalities
The following Table summarises disparities in hourly pay by sex and status.
Table 34











Source: New Earnings Survey NOMIS (Crown Copyright)

As the Table shows, in Norfolk the average hourly pay (excluding overtime) of female full-time workers is only four-fifths of that of their male counterparts. 

The local and regional pay figures for male part-time workers cannot be analysed due to their statistical unreliability (see footnote). However, at the national level, on average female part-time workers earn 12% less than their male colleagues.

Looking at earning disparities overall, the Table shows that across geographies (national, regional and local), female workers on average, earn just three-quarters of male average earnings. 


Self employment by gender
In Norfolk, only one-quarter (26%) of people who own their own businesses are female. Detailed analysis shows that these women tend to be more highly qualified than their male counterparts. 














^1	  Table 1 is based upon actual rather than forecast figures, during the period covered by the Table unemployment in Norfolk was higher than it is currently. In  January 1998 the unemployment rate in Norfolk stood at 5.7% compared to 3.3% in May 2001.
^2	  ** denotes < 0.5%
^3	  Analysis of young people completing Year 11, the final year of compulsary education in 2000. Snapshot survey undertaken in October  2000. Survey covers all maintained schools and independent schools where possible.
^4	  Duration of A-Level course = 2 years, at the time of survey duration of AS Level course = 1 year
^5	  Duration of GNVQ Advanced course = 2 years
^6	  Duration of NVQ Level 3 course = 2 years
^7	  Duration of NVQ Level 2 course = 2 years
^8	  based on following datasets: Individual Student Record data relating to FEFC funded provision, Higher Education Student A relating to HEFC funded provision and data from Norfolk Careers Service, Norfolk and Waveney TEC and the Adult Education Service sorted by postcode.
^9	  based on following datasets: Individual Student Record data relating to FEFC funded provision, Higher Education Student A relating to HEFC funded provision and data from Norfolk Careers Service, Norfolk and Waveney TEC and the Adult Education Service sorted by postcode.
^10	  RCU data as before
^11	  The way in which the question was phrased means that we have no further knowledge of the training content.  
^12	  Claimants and non-claimants
^13	  Amounts to 10% of all employers
^14	  As before, amounts to 10% of all employers
^15	  Beased on Household Survey area rather than Local Authority District. See Appendices for ward list.
^16	  Beased on Household Survey area rather than Local Authority District. See Appendices for ward list.
^17	  DfEE Research Centre, Centre for the Economics of Education, Basic skills, soft skills and labour market outcomes: secondary analysis of the national child development study by Stephen Machin, Steven McIntosh, Anna Vignoles and Tarja Viitanen
^18	  Non-white ethnic groups account for only 2% of the total population
